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Series 1: Research and Professional Engagement, 1892-2013
Consists of Leonard Heumann's research about aging, race, and poverty in urban and regional planning policy and community development, congregate housing, and low-income housing. Also includes material from Heumann's sabbaticals in Australia, Israel, and England, consultation work reports, committee and task-force papers, and certificates, awards, and honors received during the course of his career. This series is organized chronologically with materials from a range of years listed under the first date, and undated items at the end.

Box 1

1. The Illinois Campus Plan, by Tilton and O'Donnell, 1930
2. Federal housing acts, 1892-1964
3. Buyers of interracial housing, 1956
5. West Oakland: Housing and Health Conference paper and questionnaires, 1965
7. Man Adapting, Dubos, 1965
10. Death of M.L. King (news clippings), 1968
11. West Philadelphia: University City Open Space and Beautification Program, 1968
13. The Cost of Negro Inequality to White Middle Class Race, 1968
14. Status of the Negro in Champaign County, ca. 1968
17. Journal of the American Institute of Planners, 1969
18. Job correspondences, 1969
19. Existing Programs Affecting the Urban Poor, 1969
23. Champaign-Urbana data - Community Advocacy Depot, 1970
24. Champaign’s Black Community – bibliography, 1970
27. “A Rap on Race,” Baldwin and Mead, 1971
28. Blacks and Biases in Social Pathology Measures, ca. 1971
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1. Education and role-playing by race: the Jew and the black, ca. 1971
5. Legal Guide to Practice of Open Housing, 1973
6. Historic preservation, 1973
8. Champaign Housing Task Force, 1974
9. Historic Preservation and the Low Income Housing Market, 1975
10. Designing Playgrounds for Children, 1976
12. Redlining in Champaign, 1977

Box 2

1. A Guide to Housing Analysis at the Sub-County Level in Illinois, 1977
4. What Happened to the Urban Housing Crisis, 1978
5. The Role of the Warden in British Sheltered Housing, ca. 1978
7. Local Estimates of the Functionally Disabled Elderly, 1979
8. Local Housing Authority Survey, West. Mt. Airy and Oakland, 1979
10. Cleveland Heights Integration Maintenance, 1980
11. Developing a Nationwide Planning Tool for State and Local Agencies, 1980
17. Council for European Studies, 1982
18. Improving Neighborhood Planning in North-end Champaign, 1982
19. The Ideal of and Educated Person, Martin, 1982
20. Triage as Urban Policy, Marcuse et al., 1982
23. An Examination of British Sheltered Housing: Design and Management Implications, 1983
24. The PhD Degree in Regional Planning Program guide, ca. 1984
25. Rent Subsidy and the Elderly, 1984
26. Elderly Congregate Housing – lecture, 1984
27. Shared Housing for Seniors, ca. 1985
29. Alternative Housing Options for the Elderly – Clustered Housing, 1985
30. Housing Options for the Elderly, Boldy/Heumann, 1985-1986
31. Fulbright correspondence, 1985-1987
32. Middle East journals, 1986
34. Evaluation of Congregate Housing, 1987
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35. Congressional Hearings: Congregate Housing CHSP, 1987
37. Israeli Sheltered Housing Questionnaire, 1987
38. Aging in Place in Private Housing, 1987-1989
40. The Management of Sheltered Housing for the Elderly in Israel – first draft, 1988
41. A Content Analysis of Urban Research, 1988
42. Newsletters, 1988-1990

Box 3
1. The Role of the Housemother in Sheltered Housing for the Israeli Elderly, 1989
5. 202 lecture, 1990
7. The Chicago Affordable Housing Fact Book, 1990
8. Trends in Urban Housing, ca. 1990
10. Int'l Solutions to Aging in Place for Low Income and Frail Elderly, ca. 1990s
11. Housing research, 1990-1995
12. Community housing research, 1991-2010
13. The Supportive Services Program in Senior Housing – Implementation Manual, 1992
15. The Victorian Linkages Evaluation, 1992
16. Housing for Older Australians: Adjustments and Care, 1992
17. Evaluation of Hostel Options Care Packages, Australia, 1992
24. Cost Effectiveness of Community Based Services to Frail Elderly Population, 1993
25. Decatur Senior Housing Survey, 1993
26. National Eldercare Institute on Housing and Supportive Services, 1993
27. Final Evaluation – The Concord Congregate Care Program (original), 1994
28. Concord Congregate Housing Resident Questionnaire, 1994
29. Concord Congregate Care Program evaluation, 1994
30. Aging Societies – The Housing Implications, keynote speech, 1994
32. Belville Consulting, 1995
33. The End of the Skyscraper, 1995
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2. Australia sabbatical – other contacts and research background; itinerary, 1989-1994
3. Australia sabbatical – Retirement Village paper lecture, ca. 1995
4. Australia sabbatical – Melbourne University information and speech, 1995
5. Australia sabbatical – Melbourne survey masters, 1995
6. Australia sabbatical report, 1995
7. Australia sabbatical research: HACC providers, ACAT responses, 1995
8. Aging in Conventional Housing: A Planner’s Evaluation of the New Australian Home-Based Care Management Programs, undated
9. Policy on Ageing – In an Ageing Australia, ca. 1995
10. Assisted Living in the U.S., 1995
11. Assisted Living: Implications for Long Term Care, 1995
13. CV Directory for Regional Planning PhD Program, UIUC, 1996
15. Bill Goodman memorial service, 1996
18. Fair Housing Plan, 1997
20. Aging in Place panel, Systed 97, 1997
23. ASA Conference draft – Care/Case Management at the Crossroads, 1998
27. Partnership Illinois material, other studies on similar programs, 1998-1999
29. Minorities, women, and poor research, 1998-2003
31. Homestead Corporation, 1999
32. Systed 99, 1999
33. Quality of Life and Housing paper, 2000
34. Integration Maintenance paper, 2000-2001
35. Homestead Corporation of Champaign-Urbana, financial statements, 2001
36. University of Illinois Public Service Award and letter from Illinois House of Representatives, 2001
37. Lachlan Blair memorial service, 2001
38. Commencement – Sustainability and social capital, 2001
39. Assessing Senior Housing, Fannie Mae, 2001
40. 202 Paper, Gerontological Society of America, 2001

Box 5

2. Gerontological Society of America Fellowship application, 2002
3. Holsten Real Estate Development Corporation, 2003
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6. Housing and Social Capital, 2004
7. “Barriers to Infill Development,” Darga, Olshansky, and Heumann, 2004
8. Gerontology working group, 2004
9. Housing Discrimination Against Women, 2005
10. Elderly research, 2007-2009
11. Homeless committee, 2009
12. Energy Efficient Housing, 2009
14. Housing for Elderly, 2010
17. Social Capital presentation, ca. 2011
18. Our Judaism, 2011-2013
19. Celebrating 100 Years – Dare to Plan, 2013
22. “The Invasion-Succession Sequence as a Self-Fulfilling Prophecy,” Wolf, undated
23. Spiritual Bonds, Chapter 1, undated
24. Southwest Human Relations Council grant, undated
27. Privatization and Low-Income Housing, undated
28. West Oakland study, undated
29. Oregon Senior Services, undated
31. “Assisting the Elderly Living in Subsidized Housing for the Independent Elderly,” Heumann, undated
33. Fair Share Housing Plans – An Overview, undated
34. Housing Needs for a Quality Community – What Qualities Make for a Top 10 City, undated
35. “Housing the Frail Elderly,” Heumann, undated
36. Survey of Housing Managers, undated
37. Diagrams – Elderly Housing Concepts, undated
38. Survey of 202 projects, undated
39. Survey of elderly public aid recipients, undated
40. “Planning Assisted Independent Living Programs for the Semi-Independent Elderly,” Heumann, undated
41. Race/religion/integration paper, undated
42. “Advocacy and Pluralism in Planning,” Davidoff, undated
43. West Mt. Airy information, undated
44. Team Six: A Study of Integrated Housing in Indianapolis, IN,” undated
45. Untitled manuscript, pp. 258-441, undated
46. Untitled manuscript, pp. 442-535 and appendices, undated
47. Los Vecinos, Wakeland Housing and Development Corporation, undated
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48. Presentation to the Board of Director’s Retreat for the Apartment Community of Our Lady of the Snows, undated
49. “The Role of Urban Housing as a Physical, Social, and Economic System…”, Heumann, undated
50. “Anthropological Comparison of Urban Folk and City Cultures,” Heumann, undated
51. West Oakland summary, undated
52. ELD/IHDA talk, undated
53. “Damn the Bureaucracy,” Dumont, undated
54. At-risk presentations (transparencies), undated
55. Elderly Synthetic Estimating Coefficients, undated
57. “Assessing the Quality of Local Housing Needs Analyses,” Heumann, undated


Consists of course outlines, lecture notes, and student papers from the courses taught by Heumann, as well as courses completed by Heumann during his graduate studies in the late 1960s. Organized numerically by course number, followed by class-related materials without course number arranged chronologically and Heumann’s own graduate work arranged at the end of this series, arranged chronologically.

Box 6

1. 82-005G Greek Extension Program, planning report, 1982
2. 82-006G Greek Extension Program, planning report, 1982
3. 82-007G Greek Extension Program, planning report, 1982
5. 84-001G Greek Extension Program, planning report, 1984
6. 84-002G Greek Extension Program, planning report, 1984
8. UP-101, 2009
17. UP-260, Sexism and Racism, 1992
18. UP-260, ca. 1992
22. UP-260, Neighborhood, 1993
23. UP-260, 1993
24. UP-260, Racism on Campus, 1994
25. UP-260, Ethics Background, 1996
26. UP-260, Guest speaker and student presentation notes, 1996
27. UP-260, Social Inequality and Welfare Planning textbook, 1997
28. UP-260, Session 3, undated
29. UP-260, Session 4-5, undated
30. UP-260, Lecture 8, undated
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31. UP-260, Lecture 9-10, undated
32. UP-260, Lecture 11 – Next Generation, undated
33. UP-302, Squatter Settlements, 1966
34. UP-304, Planning Theory exams, 1977-1985
35. UP-304, The New Industrial Planner, 1984
36. UP-304, Disjointed Incrementalism, 1985
37. UP-304, Definition of Planning, 1985
38. UP-304, Economic Model for Planned Intervention, 1985
39. UP-304, Planning Ethics and Personal Values, undated
40. UP-304, Planning Education/wrap-up, undated
41. UP-337B, Role Playing and Decentralization in Education, 1972
42. UP-337/338, Policies Planning Workshop, 1971
43. UP-338, Course Syllabi, 1972-1982
44. UP-338, Housing Demand Study, Downtown Springfield, 1977

**Box 7**

1. UP-338, A Congregate Living Proposal for the Concord (1 of 2), 1981
3. UP-347, Background material and student papers, 1993
5. UP-373, Gender and Housing, 1991-1997
7. UP-373, 1992-1999
8. UP-373, 1992-1999
10. UP-373, 1994-1999
11. UP-373, 1994-2002
12. UP-373, Overall outline, 1995-1998
13. UP-373, Exams, 1995
17. UP-373, 2003
18. UNC-374/902, Mabry article, undated
19. UP-374, Social Planning Advocacy, undated
20. UP-374, course syllabi and notes, 1970-1975
21. UP-374, course syllabi and notes, 1977-1982
24. UP-387, 1979
25. UP-394, Integration Maintenance, undated
26. UP-394, supplementary readings, 1984
27. UP-394, supplementary readings, 1992
28. UP-394, course syllabi and notes, 1995
29. UP-394, Housing and welfare readings, 1997
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Box 8
1. UP-394, Ageism, 1999
2. UP-399. Study Abroad, 1983
3. UP-402, class outline, 1992
4. UP-402B, Neil Street Corridor Comprehensive Plan, 1999
5. UP-464, course syllabi, 1974-1982
6. UP-463, Public Housing scatter site, 1972-1979
7. UP-473, 1982
8. UP-473, 2004
9. UP-473, 2010
10. UP-473, 2010
11. UP-473, Caring for Senior Adults: The Role of Urban Planning, 2011
12. UP-473, What is Housing?, 2011
15. UP-473, History, 2011
16. UP-473, Homeless, 2011
17. UP-473, The Rental Housing Crisis, 2011
19. UP-473, Housing Supply Programs, 2011
20. UP-473, Public Building vs. Public Subsidy, 2011
22. UP-473, Money Market and Purchase Prices, 2011
23. UP-473, Rehab, Renewal, Maintenance, 2011
24. UP-473, Segregation/Integration, 2011
26. UP-473, Special Housing Consumers, Poor Black Elderly, 2011
27. UP-473, Local Property Tax, 2011

Box 9
1. UP-475, 1987-1990
2. UP-487, 1971-1973
3. UP-495, 2000
4. UP-499, 1999
5. Landscape Architecture 602, 1969
6. Planning Theory 4149x, midterm essay problem, ca. 1969
7. Planning Theory 4149x, course bibliography, ca. 1969
8. Planning Theory 4149x, notes and draft of “Goals and Planning,” Senn, 1966
12. Planning theory notes, Week 10, 1971
13. Planning theory notes, Week 12, undated
15. N. First Street Revitalization Project Workshop final report and floppy disks, 1979-1993
17. Urban renewal lecture, 1989
18. PhD program by-laws, minutes, state of program, 1991
19. Housing in Latin America seminar, 1993

Box 9

21. City Regional and Planning Lab 100, Heumann assignment, 1963
22. “A Social Analysis of Poor Housing in West Oakland” (Heumann’s assignment for City Planning 217), (1 of 2), 1965
23. “A Social Analysis of Poor Housing in West Oakland” (Heumann’s assignment for City Planning 217), (2 of 2), 1965
24. “A Social Analysis of Poor Housing in Oakland” (Heumann’s Senior Thesis for Architecture 108 and Sociology 160), 1965
25. “A Social Analysis of Poor Housing in Oakland” (Heumann’s Senior Thesis), with more photographs, 1965
26. “Housing in a West Oakland Block: The Poor as Clients of the Architect,” Heumann, 1965
27. Heumann’s PhD prelims, 1966
29. Heumann’s dissertation proposal, 1967
32. Ince Minare Madrasa – Heumann class assignment, undated
33. PhD Theory Questions/Quals, undated

Series 3: Publications, 1974-2004

Consists of books, journal articles, reports, conference proceedings, and reviews authored and co-authored by Leonard Heumann, organized chronologically.

Box 9

35. Articles and drafts, 1974-1993
36. Journal articles and papers, 1975-1985

Box 10

6. *Alternatives to Institutionalization: An Annotated Research Bibliography on Housing and Services for the Aged*, 1976
15. *Journal of the Community Development Society*, vol. 10, no. 1, 1979
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17. *The Gerontologist*, vol. 20, no. 3 (parts 1 and 2), 1980
25. *Journal of Housing for the Elderly*, vol. 1, no. 1, 1983

Box 11

1. *Journal of Housing for the Elderly*, vol. 2, no. 3, 1984
5. *A Cost Comparison of Congregate Housing and Long-Term Care Facilities in the Midwest*, 1985
14. *Aging in Place With Dignity*, 1993
16. *Six Month Evaluation of the Concord Congregate Care Program*, 1993
18. *Envejecer Dignamente en la Comunidad (Aging in Place With Dignity)*, 1995
22. *Australian Planner*, vol. 34, no. 4, 1997
26. *The Journal of Housing for the Elderly*, vol. 18, nos. 3 and 4, 2004